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2least 1   1=d. Therefore, in the limit of large d, the
communication required is log(d)+O[log log(d)], and
the average delity is arbitrarily close to 1.
The state preparation protocol of Ref. [8] does not, in
general, reach the Holevo limit. In order to reach the
Holevo limit, we generalize this state preparation scheme
to jointly prepare a number of states. That is, we prepare
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, so the Holevo information for the ensemble
is S()  

S. Given any positive  and Æ, there exists
n
2











 1  ; (6)
where the expectation value indicates the average over
u with probabilities p
u
. In Ref. [4], this result is given
for the subspace B
0
u
















, which can only increase the sum. Therefore the result
(6) must hold for the subspace B
u
.





























. As above, a maximally entangled state
shared between Alice and Bob may be brought, via local





















Alice performs a measurement described by the above
POVM on this entangled state. After a measurement




































































is a normalization factor. This
state is not exactly equal to the state that was to be







































Using Eq. (6), we nd that hF
u
i  1  .
The dimension of the space used is d
n









the above discussion for the preparation of a single
state, the state j
0
u
i can be prepared with probability









S + Æ)+O(log n). The average delity with the
state j
u







The average delity of the reduced density matrices in












and  are density matrices and j i and ji are purica-
tions of  and .
We therefore see that the states j
u
i, or the corre-
sponding reduced density matrices for Bob, may be pre-
pared with average delity arbitrarily close to 1 and
communication per prepared state arbitrarily close to
logd  

S. This communication is still larger, in general,
than the Holevo bound of S() 

S. In order to reach this
bound we combine this protocol with what is eectively
Schumacher compression [13].
Using Schumacher compression, the ensemble of states
to be prepared, E, may be compressed to a space of di-
mension 2
S()
. These states may therefore be prepared
in the above way with communication S() 

S. We will
now show that this compression may be applied to the
preparation of entangled states, and with delity arbi-
trarily close to 1.
In order to apply Schumacher compression, we use a
method similar to that of Lo [14]. Lo shows that, given




g to be trans-
mitted, for any ; Æ > 0, there exists an n such that the











compressed to S() + Æ qubits with average `distortion'
less than .
It is straightforward to modify Lo's derivation so that
it deals with ensembles of entangled states, and the -
delity is used rather than the distortion. For simplicity






















This state may be brought to the form (4) via unitary
operations on Alice's mode. As explained in Ref. [4], for
all ; Æ > 0 there is an n
1






P ) > 1  , where P is a projector onto a
space of dimension 2
n[S()+Æ]
. We will denote this space
3by , and write j
J
u








































i are in the spaces  and 
?
, respectively.












































i may be chosen arbitrarily. The value of
the coeÆcient B
u







































































































































































































































































 1  4: (16)
In the last line we have used Tr(

n
P ) > 1  .
In addition to n > n
1
(; Æ), we take n > n
2
(; Æ) and
n > 1=Æ, so the Schmidt coeÆcients for j
u
i satisfy Eq.





















































































































































































































































j is the trace distance.
Note that the delity dened in Ref. [15] is the square
root of the delity dened here. The third term on the




















































































































































































































































4TABLE I: Three analogous processes for classical communication vs entanglement. In boldface is shown the optimal remote
state preparation discussed in this letter, as well as the conversion between ensembles, discussed in Ref. [16], for which optimal
remote state preparation is required.
Classical Communication Entanglement
communication equal to the Holevo information entanglement concentration
optimal remote state preparation entanglement dilution
conversion between ensembles conversion between entangled states












. Therefore it is







S + 3Æ] +O(logn) bits, and

















 2, the average delity for a suc-
cess is at least 1 4
p
 2. The average delity including














i is at least 1   4, it is easy to see from the
triangle inequality for delities that the states j
u
i may
be prepared with average delity arbitrarily close to 1.
Therefore we see that the states j
u
i may be prepared
with delity arbitrarily close to 1 and communication per




The situation that we have considered, where classical
communication is the resource of interest and entangle-
ment is a free resource, is analogous to that of entangle-
ment concentration and dilution [5], where entanglement
is the resource under consideration and classical commu-
nication is a free resource.
The results of Refs. [2, 3, 4] show that it is pos-
sible to perform classical communication equal to the
Holevo information (analogous to entanglement concen-
tration). Here we have shown that it is possible to re-
motely prepare ensembles of mixed states using commu-
nication equal to the Holevo information (analogous to
entanglement dilution).
One consequence of our proof is that it is possible
to convert between multiple copies of dierent ensem-
bles with the same total Holevo information [16], in an
analogous way as it is possible to convert between dier-
ent pure entangled states via entanglement concentration
and dilution. These analogies are summarized in Table
I.
An important application of our optimal remote state
preparation scheme is given in Ref. [16]. Ref. [16] shows
that, provided it is possible to eÆciently prepare ensem-
bles, the classical communication capacity of a unitary
operation in a single direction is equal to the maximum
by which the operation may increase the Holevo informa-
tion of an ensemble. This result is important because it
makes the evaluation of the communication capacity of
an operation tractable.
It is interesting to speculate whether the same is true
for bidirectional communication. In this case we would







where i is chosen by Alice and j is chosen by Bob. As
discussed in Refs. [17, 18], the same is true in the bidirec-
tional case if it is possible to create bidirectional ensem-
bles using as much communication as can be performed
using these ensembles. This problem is a topic for future
research.
The authors thank Stephen Bartlett for suggestions on
the manuscript. This project has been supported by the
Australian Research Council.
Note: Bennett et al. [16] refer to a private communi-
cation from Peter Shor claiming a proof similar to that
shown here for optimal remote state preparation.
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